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He Is Risen 

2023. 04. 09 - Resurrection Sunday 

 

Thank you again Gregg. Praise God Almighty! Happy Easter everybody! Happy Easter! Hey, 

Praise God! It's Resurrection Day! Praise God!  

 

Report on the First Open House 

Shout out to all the folks that came yesterday and helped out with the open house. Of course, 

the meal was great. Awesome folks from the local area, really prepared people; they are wise, 

they are awakened individuals. It was such a great experience just heartistically getting closer to 

the folks in this area, and of course we could feel the presence of Father and Jesus in that place. 

So many people are prepared. Please pray for all the folks, the Abel-type Christian realm and 

Abel-type Christians that are prepared. It's absolutely very critical. Their hearts are filled with 

love for Christ and for country. So many of them were coming up and thanking us, “Hey! Thank 

you for coming to Thorn Hill!” That's so sweet of them to do that, and just welcoming us into the 

area. 

Gregg shared a wonderful PowerPoint, a real panoply panorama shot of True Father’s ministry 

starting from his meeting with Jesus at sixteen all the way through; it was quite a 

comprehensive PowerPoint in twelve minutes. When he said he was going to cover all that 

material in twelve minutes I said, “You're lying bro; no way you're going to get through that in 

twelve minutes.” But he did; he got done with it in twelve minutes. It was a great presentation, 

very good for people. A lot of people thanked us after that too, saying, “Oh, thank you. I looked up 

Rev. Moon a little bit but I didn't know those things.”  
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 Gregg showed the picture of Beom-il District, the mud hut and the 

first church in Pusan, etc. So, it was really wonderful. Then I was able 

to share with them about political satanism and about Father's life 

course and ministry, and how people usually say all sorts of insulting 

things about us. That we’re a cult or extremists; we’re domestic 

terrorists and all this kind of stuff. And that the Christian community has always kind of stood 

on the sidelines and just allowed us to be hit like that, even though we were putting out the 

money to defend their values through the Washington Times especially.  

We're literally the only alternative media. We were the ones putting out forty million dollars a 

year to publish that huge paper and fight the New York Times and the Washington Post. 

Because at that time in the 80s, as you remember, there was no Alex Jones, there was no 

Infowars, there was no Breitbart; there was none of this. It was basically the Washington Times 

holding it down against the New York Times, against the Washington Post, the LA Times, the 

Chicago Tribune, all of them. It was literally just the Washington Times and we would get 

LAMBASTED by the Left, being called all manner of stuff. 

Now the Trumpers have all heard it. They've heard that they're part of the MAGA cult, they've 

heard that they're part of the extremist groups, that they're part of the death of democracy, that 

they're part of the domestic terrorists. The Trumpers now have got what we have been getting 

for the last twenty, thirty, forty years. So, we kind of said, “Welcome to the club! Thanks for sitting 

on the sidelines and not defending us AT ALL and pointing your finger at us while we were being 

attacked. I guess that's where forgiveness comes in.” 

But we were the ones dishing out the money. Father had to put out forty million dollars a year 

to have Washington Times fight the main worldwide propaganda media. Because if you know 

anything about Korean and Japanese news like NHK in Japan and different newspapers in 

Korea, what they do is they basically take the stories from CNN who takes the stories from the 

New York Times and they put that everywhere in Korea; they put that everywhere in Japan, 

everywhere around the world. Basically, the New York Times and the Washington Post they 

were doing the main leftist propaganda for the ENTIRE WORLD. And all the branches in the 

different countries with different names, all they had to do was just carry the stories, cut and 

paste the stories and pump them into their populations to turn them more leftist, pro big 

government, pro status bureaucracy and pro reduction of citizens’ rights. That's all they had to 

do. They just needed the main apparatus here in America pumping out the poison and 

everybody else could just have like a pipeline going into their nations through their NHK or 

KBS or whatever it was. That's how it worked. 

So, Father was fighting it at the ROOT of the propaganda machine. The worldwide leftist 

communist propaganda machine was in America through DC, the Washington Post and the 

New York Times; that was the main apparatus for their propaganda. All the educational 

systems agreed with it; all the education was lockstep in line and would promote that 

propaganda. Father would fight that constantly through the Washington Times. If Father was 
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just doing a small ministry they wouldn't bother him, but once you start attacking the Beast and 

you start punching on the Beast and you start raising awareness of the Beast, well then now all 

hell breaks loose; they want to kill you and destroy you and do everything.  

That’s why they thought Reverend Moon would just come quietly like a thief in the night to 

America, just do his little ministry and promote their globalism. Little did they know that he 

came from the communist hellhole of North Korea and would not do such a thing and of course 

he would battle it because Father knew that it was political satanism. That's why he taught us to 

realize that the main system of Satan's machine is socialism, communism, political satanism.  

Anyway, it was a great wonderful opportunity to share with the folks. Such nice people, such 

nice folks! Joe said that next time we have an event like that she wants to donate the bison; she's 

going to bring some meat. She'll bring a buffalo in; we'll give a prayer and skin it right there. It's 

amazing! And already folks, out of the goodness of their heart, they're just like, “Hey! I want to 

make a contribution to the ministry,” even just after that brief meeting. That was the first time we 

met. One gentleman, very nice, he said, “I feel like I know you, Pastor Sean. I watch all your King 

Bullethead rap videos.” I said, “You don't look like you listen to rap.” Nice folks! Such wonderful and 

nice folks! And of course, just Abel-type people. 

So, thank you everybody for your prayers and of course all the support there yesterday. Let's 

give it up for the kitchen team and all the prep team. (Applause) Where is Shiggy King? He not 

only done tear it up on the guitar; he tore it up on the barbecue PORK! Where's that young 

man? He was tearing it up at two in the morning on that smoker outside, cooking up that 

incredible smoked pork. I was eating too quickly; I got too consumed with the conversations of 

the people so I just scarfed it down without savoring the smoky flavor that Shiggy was working 

on since two in the morning. So, praise God!  

Anyway, happy Easter everybody. What an amazing day! The whole passion narrative is 

interesting. 

There's one CBMA guy, combat vet, a motorcycle association guy who started following us ever 

since we put up the rap videos on. He's a very famous conservative rapper called the Marine 

Rapper. On his Instagram channel he's got like 103, 000 followers and he put two of our short 

verses up there; we got a whole bunch of people following us after that. One of them was a nice 

CBMA combat vet, motorcycle association guy who has beautiful pictures on his channel. He 

went to church with his kids during Good Friday; they had a cross there and everybody came 

in, dipped their finger in red paint and put their thumb print on the cross to remember the 

blood that was spilled for their sins. That's a beautiful remembrance exercise. Obviously, it's not 

like a ritual or anything but it's like a remembrance, a visual remembrance of the blood that was 

spilled; the INNOCENT blood, this was innocent blood.  

Christ was truly the innocent sinless man who was attacked and slaughtered by the unjust, by 

the wicked, by the liars and deceivers and the plotters. It is the story of the innocent man who 

tried to bring God's order and to bring people to God's relationship instead of the relationship 
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with the Roman Empire and the power structure of the day. Of course, Christ is God in the 

flesh, the substantial body of God; Christ is the original substance of God, God in the flesh, so 

he is the presence of God on earth. We were going to get into theology with the people but we 

didn't have enough time to get into that. 

Let's jump to 1 Corinthians 2 and verses 6-8. This is a very important passage. 

 

1 Corinthians 2: 6-8 

6 Howbeit we speak wisdom among them that are perfect: yet not the wisdom of this world, nor of the 

princes of this world, that come to nought:                                                                                                                     
7 But we speak the wisdom of God in a mystery, even the hidden wisdom, which God ordained before the     

world unto our glory:                                                                                                                                                  
8 Which none of the princes of this world knew: for had they known it, they would not have crucified the 

Lord of glory. 

The princes of the world, the Roman Empire and all the power structure, they're like the major 

hegemony and they're collapsing. The Empire is collapsing; Rome is way extended. Rome is like 

America now; it's way too extended, too many foreign wars, too much debt. Now there's crazy 

licentiousness and the manifestation of that at the very end is what? Transgenderism; that's the 

manifestation, that's what happens when everything's extended. There are endless wars, 

massive debt, now males and females are going nuts and of course the currency is collapsing 

and inflation is skyrocketing. It sounds very similar to what America is doing right now, 

especially that Russia and China and India are starting to trade for oil off of the dollar, folks. 

https://www.rbth.com/business/332673-russia-china-us-dollar-america 

https://www.firstpost.com/explainers/dumping-the-dollar-brics-currency-us-dollar-trade-india-china-

russia-12403612.html 

 

Nations Getting off the Dollar 

People don't understand what this means. Here is a very simple way to understand. We have 

trillions of dollars around the world. Why? Because people trade in the dollar; they use our 

dollar to buy goods around the world. Japan, Korea, Africa, Russia; wherever it is, they’re 

buying our stuff with dollars. They're also buying OIL with dollars; it's the petrodollar. 

Countries like China or Russia they've usually been trading for oil with dollars. So, you have to 

understand: we have trillions of dollars outside the US that are floating around; people are 

using those dollars to buy this and that. In Korea, Japan, India, Taiwan, Hong Kong, they're 

using it to buy stuff; they're using dollars everywhere. Now, when those countries get off the 

petrodollar and start trading in their own currencies, that means they start buying stuff in their 

own currency whether it be Yen or Yuan or Won or Rupee or African currencies, etc. And once 

they start trading in their currency now all those extra US dollars that they were using before 
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OUTSIDE flood into the country. Nobody wants to use them anymore since they're just using 

their own currency like the Indian Rupee or whatever.  

So, all those trillions FLOOD back in; trillions and trillions of dollars flood back into America. 

But you have the same number of goods and services in America; you still have the same 

number of items that people can buy in America; same number of gallons of oil you can buy 

here, etc. Nevertheless, now you got TRILLIONS of dollars more that have flooded in because 

nobody wants to use the dollar. So, what happens then? Now your dollar has just been inflated; 

your dollar is worth so little because you got all these dollars coming in, recirculating into the 

marketplace, into the economy, and all the prices start going up. So, it looks like, “Whoa! Seven 

dollars for eggs! Whoa! Twenty-one dollars, FIFTY dollars, HUNDRED dollars!” 

                                                                                                                                                                                       

You can see this craziness happening because they have to now trade all these extra trillions of 

dollars that have come back in. You understand what I'm saying? That's where we get hit with 

all these crazy inflated prices; it used to be two bucks for this and now it's 200 bucks for it! It 

used to be $1.80 a gallon under Trump, well watch when it becomes 10 bucks a gallon as it was 

in California. In Cali it was what? 6, 7, 8 dollars a gallon under the covid China lockdown? 

Imagine what Cali's going to be! Maybe a whopping $30 a gallon! You see what I'm saying 

folks? Do you see what I'm saying?  

The problem is this: those trillions didn't come into your bank account or into your pocket. You 

still got 30 bucks, that's all. Let's say you got 30 bucks before the trillions flooded back in, you 

still have 30 bucks, but now that 30 bucks can't buy you anything; it can't even buy you an egg. 

You see I'm saying? That's why when the Soviet Union crashed the Rubble had no value; people 

were burning it because you might as well have nothing. So, your dollar gets CRUSHED in 

value. 

Now, that's why you have hedges of protection. We always talk about the fact that kings teach 

their children to have real assets, not fake assets like paper money. The dollar is a fake money; 

it's like paper money. It was backed by gold; that's when it was good because gold was real. 

Now the BRICS nations, Brazil, Russia, India, China, South Africa are trying to develop a new 

currency that will be backed by what? GOLD. They want to go back to the gold standard and of 

course then everybody will start using that currency. It's going to kill the Euro; it's going to kill 

the dollar. They're going to use that currency because it's much more RELIABLE; it's backed by 

GOLD! That means you could use that BRICS currency and go in your bank and you get one 

ounce of gold or whatever; you actually get a real asset. That's why people are going to be much 

more willing to go to that new currency. You see what I'm saying, folks? What that will do is 

destroy the U.S superpower status; it will kill it. U.S will no longer be a superpower; we're 

going to be like a South American country, just on a big scale like Brazil, even though Brazil 

right now is aiming to become the next superpower. 
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Expressions of the Communist Regime in America 

The PROBLEM with this is that NONE of those countries will protect the natural gifts of human 

liberty and freedom given by God. Why? Now people think, “Oh, you abused the liberty; that's 

why you have all this transgenderism and stuff.” No! We abused the liberty by giving it AWAY to 

the government. You see? That's where we abused the liberty. If you give the power to the 

government, one hundred percent you’ll have it sponsoring sexual depravity. Why? Because it's 

EASY for them to get people addicted to drugs, sex, marijuana and all sorts of narcotics and 

control a brain-dead zombie population on fentanyl and tranq. 

That's the new drug by the way. Remember we mentioned the zombie drug that actually melts 

your flesh. It is fentanyl mixed with horse tranquilizer; that's why they call it tranq. It literally 

melts your skin, you cannot close up the pores, so, you literally become a zombie. People get 

stoned out standing up so they stand frozen and high, bent down; they're standing there on the 

curb and their body freezes. https://www.wbay.com/2023/03/29/dea-warns-flesh-rotting-

zombie-drug-mixed-with-fentanyl/ 

It's mixed with the most addictive fentanyl, which by the way is produced by whom? By 

Mexico cartels, who produce it with whom? China! There it is; this is the new drug! It's called 

tranq and it's mixed with fentanyl. It’s SUPER highly addictive and it can kill you very easily; 

it’s mixed with horse tranquilizer to give a bigger high. But that horse tranquilizer melts your 

flesh; it literally melts your flesh so you literally become a zombie. I mean you see those movies 

where the zombies are coming out and they're like the undead; they got all this rotting flesh. 

You literally become that. 

There's a video of a nurse trying to treat this patient with tranq injuries in Philadelphia; it's 

pretty disgusting. The pores will not close, the sores are giant; they have huge sores all over 

their body. They are with open sores, orifices leaking out stuff and they're just walking around. 

There are needles EVERYWHERE in Philly, Pelham, Chicago, San Fran and all these crazy 

places. You understand? Anywhere where the Democrats rule, this is what happens. 

Remember, it used to be just under the bridges; now it's EVERYWHERE on the sideways. Have 

you seen the people pooping on the street in California? Oh man, they’re pooping right on the 

street! They're not even trying to hide; they just do it right there on the sidewalk. Golly! See? 

“You will have a republic if you can keep it” is what Benjamin Franklin said to that lady. If you can 

keep the dang thing!  

(Commenting on the video) Look at these people! They get frozen using tranq. You see those 

people bent over? They're standing up; I don't know how they actually can stand up still, but 

they're standing up like that. I'm not joking; they get knocked out as if they were frozen into 

space right there. And you have these young ladies laying around dead on tranq basically, and 

what do you think men are doing? There are crazy guys that come in and rape them at night 

because they're just laying down there in miniskirts. Then these girls wake up and they don't 
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know what kind of semen is in them; they don't know what the heck's going on. You 

understand how dangerous this is folks? 

But this whole epidemic it's not an issue with the narcotics or with sex; the issue is with the 

biggest trafficker of narcotics and the trafficker of sex. Who is the biggest trafficker of narcotics 

and sex? It's the U.S federal government. Our government and many other governments are the 

biggest traffickers of drugs on the planet. Now fentanyl is made by the Mexican Sinaloa cartel 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sinaloa_Cartel which is part of the government by the way; 

there's a whole documentary on that. So, it's the governments that are actually the greatest 

peddlers of narcotics, highly addictive drugs and sex.  

This is the point we made with folks yesterday. In the cultural 

revolution that spread communism, the Chinese government couldn't 

use the race card because everybody's the same race in China; 

everybody's East Asian. Then what they did is they divided up the 

families; they wanted the children to be incentivized to imprison their 

parents. If you ratted out your parents and said that they committed a crime, that they're 

against the Communist Party or they're traitors of the Party; if you ratted them out, if you 

imprisoned your parents and they got the death penalty, you would be celebrated, you would 

be promoted and you would make money. Because now you were a goon of the Communist 

Party and they were going to pay their goons! 

https://www.theguardian.com/world/2013/mar/27/china-cultural-revolution-sons-guilt-

zhang-hongping  

In America, they do it with the white man. They're trying to do it by race because in America 

we have a very diversified race profile; we're not a heterogeneous country, so they want to 

divide it by race. That's why they’re playing up their race card. It's the same Marxist tactic; 

they'll divide up anything. Even if you have all white people here, they don't care; they're just 

going to divide your children from you, from their dad and mom. You see what I'm saying? So, 

it doesn't really matter. The race card is just more convenient for them here because they use the 

apparatus and the tribalism of race to get people to rat each other out.  

That's what happened with covid. Remember, in Canada you were supposed to report if your 

neighbor had five people or more in their house? You had to do the right thing and stop the 

spread. You were supposed to be a good upstanding citizen, stop the spread and report your 

neighbor when he had more than five people in his house, who were probably his children and 

grandma. Are you with me folks? This is what North Korea is like. You’re incentivized to rat 

out the people in your FAMILY! You can't even trust your family; you're supposed to rat them 

out and the government will pay you the money, so the government becomes your daddy. 

What about America now? We have given it away, not to just the drugs and the sex; we've 

given it up to the peddlers of that and Satan's apparatus; we've given it up to the communist 

regime. We've allowed them to aggregate power, amass power, centralize it and have such a 
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deep bureaucracy which never is fired and never can be removed from D.C. At least that's what 

they think, as they now have America imploding and dying, as they crash the dollar, as they set 

us off into World War III, et cetera. 

 

Father’s Washington Times 

Of course, we knew this was coming. We knew this was coming after the fall of the Han 

mother. We knew that there was going to be a microcosmic and macrocosmic hell; there was 

going to be a microcosmic and macrocosmic judgment. We knew that and that's why her 

prophecies were utterly historically false, and our prophecies coming from Father’s anointed 

Cain and Abel were correct, not only on the macro but on the micro. The actual organization 

that was the head of the heresy is now being EXPLODED with the entire Japanese government, 

entire Japanese CIA, FBI everything, doing endless investigations on that organization, and of 

course shutting down its ability to fund that heretical organization. So, they literally 

EXPLODED the Family Fraud at its money root. https://www.reuters.com/world/asia-

pacific/what-is-unification-church-how-will-japans-probe-affect-it-2022-11-22/ 

I can't do that; Kook J-Hyung can’t do that. Only Father in Heaven can do that. If he was not the 

Returning Lord, that would not happen; it simply would not happen. But he's clearly showing 

his power and clearly showing his authority. Now, he had patience; he gave us time to prepare. 

Thank God! We had about seven years to prepare. Praise the Lord! That was desperately 

needed to train up and prepare the remnant. But at the same time those prophecies came true, 

and now we see the repercussions throughout the world 

Oh my gosh, folks! Think about it: if the Han mother did not choose her own ego and she 

instead chose love, love for Father, his wish and his lineage, imagine that; we would have the 

entire worldwide foundation, BILLIONS of dollars. But that's not the most important; we would 

have the Washington Times in America. We would have been THE major paper that supported 

Trump from the very beginning in 2016; we would have been on EVERY event Trump was at, 

and you would probably have seen us right in the front row. 

The Family Fraud is basically against Trump because they're pushing leftism and feminism, but 

they'll get him to send videos to their events; that's how powerful the Washington Times is. You 

understand? If I was still the chairman of the Washington Times and all the media groups, I 

would easily be in the front row of all the MAGA events if I wanted to, because the Washington 

Times is literally that powerful in America. We would be at every rally and Trump would be 

sending videos to OUR events. You understand what I'm saying, folks?  

It would be a massive platform; now it would be probably the largest platform because we were 

bringing whom? We would be bringing Stossel, and we would bring Alex Jones into the 

Washington times. Can you believe if Alex Jones was brought into the Washington Times? Oh 

my gosh! We would be bringing Stossel in. Remember when I was the chairman and we did 
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that one event before the Han mother tried to kick me out quickly? Whom did we bring? We 

brought Stossel. Rumsfeld still was there but he was at neocon; anyway, he had status in DC. 

But we were showing that there was going to be a change in the Washington Times. We were 

not going to support neo-cons; we were going to start supporting people like Stossel. So, we put 

him as the keynote speaker. John Stossel, he's a libertarian not a neocon; he's very critical of the 

neocons. https://www.johnstossel.com/videos/ 

Then in maybe a year or so, we were going to start reaching out to Infowars, bring Alex in and 

give him a way larger and more credible platform, because Infowars has been discredited so 

much. We were going to bring in Breitbart. You understand what I’m saying?  We had the 

largest name, a large platform. We were going to bring in all the alternative media and allow 

them to basically run the paper. Think about that. That would have become literally the Babylon 

Bee without all the satire; that would have been the real stuff. Think about 

how massive that would have been! Plus, it would literally have been 

MAGA! The Washington Times would have been so supportive of Trump; it 

would have been critical of him on the stuff that he did bad, but it would 

have been generally supportive of him. So, you would have seen such a 

picture as you had with Reagan where he was holding up the News World 

(Father’s first paper in NY) saying, “This paper, look at that!” 

https://www.loc.gov/item/sn88063131/ You would have seen him! And he 

would probably have been reading that in the Oval Office. 

Imagine what could have been done if the Han mother had not chosen ego and love and 

worship of herself instead of love of Christ; so much could have been done so quickly. But 

human free will is there so the person has to make the right decision and that's what's so 

important. 

 

1 Corinthians 2: 6 - 8. 

6 Howbeit we speak wisdom among them that are perfect: yet not the wisdom of this world, nor of the 

princes of this world, that come to nought:                                                                                                                     
7 But we speak the wisdom of God in a mystery, even the hidden wisdom, which God ordained before the     

world unto our glory:                                                                                                                                                  
8 Which none of the princes of this world knew: for had they known it, they would NOT have crucified the 

Lord of glory. Jesus Christ 

                                                                                                                                                           

“For, Had They Known It, They Would NOT Have Crucified the Lord of glory.” 

This is in the Bible; we're not making this up. This is Paul speaking 2,000 years ago. What did he 

say? “Had they KNOWN it, they would NOT have crucified the Lord of glory.” What does that show? 

That shows they had human free will. That's why you see Jesus saying, “I'm going to the cross, 
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I'm going to be taken away.” That is on the third year of his ministry. He doesn't teach that in this 

first or second year; it's only on the last year that he starts teaching that. Isn't that interesting?  

That's Shin-Joon, the third King's whole thesis; he's writing a 200-300-page book on that. He's 

literally going to be an expert, like literally a scholarly expert. He'll be able to go on to every 

single famous apologetics YouTube channel and debate them about this issue, “Was it God's plan 

to kill Jesus? Was that the original plan? Or was it because of the FAILURE of the PEOPLE that Jesus 

then had to walk that course?” In the first two years of his ministry, he taught that the Gospel was 

what? The Gospel of the Kingdom of God. Remember? We did almost a year of services on that. 

https://www.sanctuary-pa.org/speeches?ef62da3f_page=4  We got to put that into a book. 

That's how I write my books; I just do the services and then we put them together. That's how 

these books come about; I don't have enough time to write books.  

But the point is: you see the scripture here, “IF they had known it, they would NOT have crucified 

the Lord of glory.” Imagine if in the crumbling Roman Empire, Jesus was crowned King and 

Jerusalem was recaptured and he became the King of Rome and he became the King of the 

entire world? Then you could have had Cheon Il Guk right there; you could have had the 

Garden of Eden with freedom and responsibility. The Garden of Eden didn't have a huge 

bureaucratic state. The whole purpose of the Kingdom of God is to go back to the original 

purpose of creation, going back to the Garden and how God intended it from the beginning; 

that's the whole purpose. 

Even though Jesus on the cross said, “It is finished,” many Christian interpreters are asking, 

“Well, why then does Jesus have to come back? Why does he have to come back? If it is finished in the way 

you're saying, why does he have to come back and why are you waiting for him? Why are you waiting for 

him to come on the clouds if it's all finished? I thought it was fully finished so then it's done.” 

You have different types of theology that come out of that, basically saying, “Well, he's not 

coming back; it's the church. He's running the church through the Holy Spirit.” That's where you get 

different forms of Protestantism that come to that conclusion, because you're getting into a 

conundrum, you're getting into a problem. If you take the statement, “It is finished,” to mean 

Jesus is all done, salvation has happened and it's all finished, well then, you're contradicting the 

very passages where he says, “I will come again.” And in Revelation where it shows that he 

comes again and there is a New Jerusalem, there's an actual physical manifestation of his 

Kingdom on the earth. Then you have a problem, and that's where you get into all the other 

Protestant denominations that come out and say, “No, no! He's not coming back because it's all 

finished. He's not coming back so we shouldn't wait for him to come in the sky. But we'll kind of just 

wait around and do nothing; especially we won't fight the evil because he's already here and the Holy 

Spirit is moving, and all we have to do is just go to church and pray.”  
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Christ Stands Up Against Evil 

NO! You have to stand up against unrighteousness as the Scripture says; you have to stand up 

against evil. Jesus did not just sit in church and prayed.  

He stood up against the Pharisees,                                                                                                                                   

He stood up against Pilate,                                                                                                                                                    

He stood up against the Empire,                                                                                                                                          

He stood up against the intelligence agency that was using the Pharisees to dominate the Jewish 

people.  

He ran into the Temple in John Chapter 2 and overturned the tables 

physically; he committed acts of terrorism. If I go into a national 

treasure in Korea and I start overturning the stuff there, I am 

committing an act of terrorism against their national treasure. I'm not 

joking, I'm serious. So, if Jesus is going into a national treasure which is 

the Temple in Jerusalem; he's going in there and physically wrecking it, that would be 

considered an act of terrorism. You understand how serious that is? 

So, they don't like Jesus because he's the one that actually stood up against evil, but at the same 

time, he was not committing sin. He wasn't conquering nations as Muhammad did and forcing 

conversion. Jesus did stand against evil but he did not force conversion using state power, 

which Muhammad did; Muhammad did that with military and state power. That's a big 

difference. 

Father lived his whole life railing against the gays, against the LGBTQ. We told the folks 

yesterday that when we first got here there were rumors that we were doing gay weddings up 

here. You people are smoking crack! WE have been fighting the LGBT and the gays in New 

York for freaking twenty, thirty years! Father was the one that was politically incorrect in the 

New Yorker with all those huge meetings, saying that the gays had to be sent to an island, that 

they had to chop their sausage off and send them in a box. He was saying all this politically 

incorrect stuff in the heart of “gaydom” city, New York City. We've been fighting the gays for 

twenty, thirty years! It's ridiculous! People just make stuff up. I thought good Christians were 

not supposed to bear false witness; they were not supposed to just mix stuff up.  

Anyway, the new folks that came yesterday were like, “Hey! You know, thanks for coming, we 

appreciate it, and thank you for hearing it out of the horse's mouth; I mean just hearing it for yourself 

instead of hearing from the rumor mill.” Which makes up just the most ridiculous crazy stuff that 

you could ever imagine. That's probably the last thing I would imagine they would say about 

Father, knowing how vocal we are against the LGBTQ and the hidden pedophilia network 

inside. Are you kidding me?  
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Christ’s Physical Kingdom on Earth 

Anyway, the point is,” If they knew it, they would NOT have CRUCIFIED the Lord of Glory.” That's 

what we refer to as spiritual salvation, in the sense that God had to create a secondary course, 

and Providence did have to move on, even after the failure of the people to unite with their 

King Jesus. The Jewish people's King was who? JESUS, Yeshua Hamashiach. That was their 

King; he was the King of Kings and they rejected him. They failed their mission to accept him, 

because they had free will and they followed the Pharisees or the religionists and did not follow 

the move of the power of Yahweh and the power of God through Christ. 

That's why we are talking about spiritual salvation. Even though the Jewish people and the 

people of the time did not accept Christ as King of Kings, God still made a way. It was not the 

preferred way; it was a secondary way, but He still made a way. Amen! He still made a way for 

people to now BYPASS the traitors who were the Pharisees leading the temples in Jerusalem 

and Israel; bypass them and go to the Father.  And that's when you see the burgeoning of the 

church and the early Christian community. Now, they can connect directly with the King of 

Kings through faith, and it's through that oneness that you become one with Christ and the 

Holy Spirit.   

You remember that Four Position Foundation picture that 

we had with God and Jesus and the Holy Spirit and then 

you the believer? You come into oneness in this relationship 

and you get reborn and you get saved; you receive 

SPIRITUAL salvation.  

But the PROMISE is still the PHYSICAL Kingdom of God. 

The promise in the Bible is the actual physical Kingdom of 

God that overtakes the earth. Because Christ did not have a 

lineage and everybody was just a believer, including the apostles – they were believers- they 

only became inheritors of his spiritual Kingdom. Whereas if he had a lineage and a bloodline, 

then through the bloodline, all the people would be the inheritors of the PHYSICAL Kingdom. 

Are you with me, folks? 

 

Jewish vs. Christian Expectations for the Kingdom 

By the way isn't this interesting? One of the top Jewish apologists like Rabbi Tovia Singer who 

is quite good and on YouTube has his own channel, he wrecks a lot of capable Christian 

apologists; he really wrecks them. He's quite skilled and of course he knows the original 

Hebrew of the Torah and all that.                                                        

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tovia_Singer                

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCaw8quRcRzjmw0BI1vn-dnA 
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He says, “No, no, we Jews we don't believe in Jesus; Jesus is the anti-messiah.” They don't think he's 

the Messiah; they think he's the anti-messiah, he's a false messiah in their view. But they believe 

that when the Messiah comes, he will have a family. This is the Jewish people; that is their 

expectation that he WILL have a family, that he WILL have children, that his lineage will be 

BLESSED, because he will be descendant of Abraham and David, etc. And they will be as plenty 

as the sands in the sea and the stars in the sky; this is the promise.  

So, the Jewish people don't have any problem with the idea that when the Messiah comes, he 

will have a physical bloodline; they actually don't have a problem with that. It's the Christians 

that have a problem with that. Why? Because they're the inheritors of the spiritual Kingdom; 

they've only inherited the spiritual Kingdom because Christ at his time did not take on a 

physical family.  

So, Rabbi Tovia Singer, very capable top apologist, is quite a formidable opponent in terms of 

apologetics. He's not easy to battle. I mean I've seen the top Christian apologists who are 

experts in Hebrew go up against him and he whoops them around quite a bit. He's actually 

very respectful of Christian theology; he actually knows Christian theology better than 

Christians, so the guy is actually quite a formidable opponent. He says all the time about the 

Jewish expectation, “No, we have no problem with the messiah having children; we want him to. The 

whole expectation in Isaiah and Ezekiel et cetera is all about him and his bloodline.” Isn't that 

interesting? So, the Jewish people at the time of Jesus would have also known and expected 

that.  

 

Why Jesus Has to Come Back 

The point is: that's why Jesus has to come back. He comes back so that the physical salvation 

can be secured. That is to what? To regain the sovereignty of the earth that is centered on 

Christ's Kingship, and what comes from that is what? The Constitution that protects the world. 

The Law, the Divine Law or the Heavenly Law as Father called it. And what does that Heavenly 

Law do? Does it protect the bureaucrats in government? NO! It does the opposite. Every 

WORLDY and secular government protects the bureaucrats in the government. Are you with 

me, folks? That's what Satan's kingdoms do? They protect the bureaucrats in the government. 

The Kingdom Constitution protects PEOPLE, not governments; it puts massive limitations on 

government and its employees, but it protects the people from being ruled by tyrants. 

So, it's interesting, we get people on our comment box from the Protestants hating on us, 

Catholics hating on us, Orthodox hating on us; we get all sorts of stuff in our comment box. 

There was this one Orthodox guy saying, “You got to stop this lunatic stuff and you got to join the 

one true church,” and all that kind of stuff. We responded back saying, “Oh yeah you're clearly a 

Jay Dyer fan.” https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=575DbpuxyNY&t=1s                                 

He's one of the top apologists for the Orthodox Church.  
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We said, “What one true church do you mean? The Orthodox Church sees the Catholics and every 

Protestant nomination as heretics. The Catholic Church sees Orthodox as heretics. The Catholics see most 

Protestants as heretics; at least they did before some of the modern rulings. Most of the Protestant 

denominations see everybody as heretics; that's now part of their hundred-people church. So, which true 

church are you talking about?” I was not doing this to be cute or be sarcastic because it's sad that 

it's like that. The point is we were talking to him and I said, “Look, which true church are you 

talking about? YOUR position is that the Bible that Protestants and everybody's reading was put 

together by the Orthodox Church. So, then you have to admit that the Holy Spirit was working with the 

Orthodox Church to set up that Bible that you read and do “sola scriptura” on, which then makes the 

Orthodox Church true.”  

That's his argument, but of course I knew it before he was saying it because he asked the 

question, “Well, who made the Bible that you read?” and that's when we said “Oh no, you're clearly a 

Jay Dyer apologist. “We were doing this respectfully in talking with him and saying, “Look, but in 

the end, you have to also put faith in the institution that you claim to have perfection and to have released 

the Scriptures, and you have to put faith in that throughout the course of time; even though that 

institution has been part of totalitarian regimes who have genocided people and committed wars. So, 

that's your problem; your problem is you trust too much that the Orthodox Church is this separate entity 

which has no influence with politics, when in fact look at the history of it and the Catholic Church. It 

becomes part of the state; it is used to legitimize ANYTHING the state wants.” 

You know sometimes it does good things, for example standing up against LGBTQ as Putin is 

doing. He's standing with the Orthodox Church against LGBTQ so that's a good thing. I'm not 

saying the Orthodox Church is all bad or the Catholics are all bad or every denomination of 

Christianity is all bad. No, of course not! They still can put a godly influence. But I was bringing 

him the question, “You still have to put faith in this institution that over time has proven itself to 

become corrupted? Even the Orthodox church today has a large controversy within itself with liberal 

bishops that are coming out, so there are a lot of big fights within the Orthodox Church.” The point is: 

I'm trying to tell the kid, “No, no, your view of Orthodoxy as this perfect church is very youthful and 

naïve.”  

In the end that's why Christ has to come back and that's why he sets up his Kingship and he sets 

up his LAW which is not totalitarian, so we won't be ruled by tyrants in government or in 

churches or anywhere. You understand me folks? It’s the role of Christ's Kingship line to 

defend that Constitution. That's literally the role of Father's Kingship line; in the Constitution 

it's in the judicial branch. We do not have any military power, we have no legislative power, no 

ability to make laws; we have to just defend the Constitution and the rights of the citizens. You 

see what I'm saying folks?  

So, in the end what the Orthodox Church wants is actually a totalitarian monarchy; that’s what 

they want. And a lot of their top apologists come out in favor of traditional European-style 

monarchies which are basically totalitarian in nature. And you're living in America!  
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The Cheon Il Guk Kingdom & Constitution 

No, the thing about Christ when he comes back, when Father comes back and sets up his 

lineage, look at the fruit of that; it’s the Constitution. You see that the fruit of that is NOT 

totalitarianism; it is the protection of human liberty, but also there's responsibility. The federal 

government is not allowed to manifest its bureaucracy. So, for example the Department of 

Education is illegal, the Department of Welfare is illegal, a federalized central bank is illegal. All 

these institutions which aggregate and centralize power and create bureaucracies which are 

government funded, all these are illegal in the Cheon Il Guk Constitution.  

What does that do? The citizens have to be responsible. What does that mean? They have to be 

the police and they have to be the military because centralized military is illegal as well; that's 

forbidden, and centralized police is also illegal. So, what will you have? You have what is called 

the sheriff's model where people can elect the sheriff and the chief and you can fire him. Uh-

huh, you understand? What does that do? What does Father's Kingship and what does Father's 

Constitution do? It PROTECTS the people from ANY, ANY institutional tyranny, whether that 

be political, religious, secular, atheistic; I don't care what it is. And at the same time guess what? 

It's also called the Rod of Iron Kingdom which means everybody's armed. So not only is it 

ILLEGAL to develop all those departments of the state; it's not only illegal but everybody's got a 

gun about him, and it's the job of the Kingship line to protect everybody's gun about him. Hello! 

Hello! 

Now, I don't know about you, but you could either have European dictatorship or you can have 

this type of Christ Kingdom which elevates everybody to be coheirs with Christ. There is a 

Kingship, there is a monarchy but it's not like the European monarchy; everybody is co-heir. So, 

you can see which one is really the Kingdom; you can see which one resembles Eden, which one 

resembles God's grace and sovereignty, which one resembles God's original intention in the 

Garden to give freedom and responsibility to have responsible children. Which one of them 

does that? Does a European Orthodox Church monarchy or Catholic Church monarchy do that? 

NO! It does not; I'm sorry, it does not. 

Most of the Protestant denominations obviously won’t do it, because they have no idea about 

what they're talking about or even thinking about, when they say that Christ's Kingdom will 

come. All they know is he's going to come and he's going to come on the clouds. But you ask 

them to explain what kind of monarchy will it be, and usually unfortunately how they explain it 

is in a totalitarian way; it sounds very totalitarian. But the Bible says clearly that God is the 

same yesterday, today and forever. So, it is a God of justice but it is a God that gives the most 

valuable incredible gift of love which is that He trusts you and He gives you free will. He truly 

loves you because He gave you that freedom that's manifested in the Constitution, and the 

Kingship line of Christ has to protect that right and has to defend the Constitution.  

Now, that's a different type of Kingdom. Imagine if the Kingdom of God was established at the 

time of Jesus. Whoo! I mean we'd be living in the Kingdom of God. We would have generations 
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of true patriots and freedom and responsibility; it would be our culture to just naturally raise up 

our kids to be the next generation of kings and priests, to be good Peace Police and Peace Militia 

men and women, to be responsible citizens, that literally love God, and love their neighbor. 

You don't outsource that; you're willing to do that. You're the Good Samaritan, you're not 

outsourcing that to Mr. Government and Uncle Sam who always turn it back on you, take all 

your guns and point them right back at you. I'm sorry, I don't care if it's with the Orthodox 

Church or the Catholic Church. It's the same; they still got the guns pointed right at your head. 

None of them will give the Rod of Iron to the people; they will not.  

That's why when Jesus said, “It's finished,” he didn't mean that, “it's all done and I don't have to 

come back.” No, because he said he was going to come back. But when he does come back, he's 

going to establish the everlasting Kingdom which protects the original intention of God. God is 

not a tyrant and God is not a totalitarian as the Luciferians say. No! He actually gave the biggest 

gift of love to His children: trust, fidelity, freedom. That doesn’t make us the Automatron; that 

doesn’t make us a robot. What a great tremendous gift! But with that freedom comes 

responsibility and it's never been manifested in a kingdom; whereas in God's Constitution, 

Cheon Il Guk Constitution it's manifested in His Kingdom because that is what the Peace 

Police- Peace Militia is. The centralized state, the centralized police, the centralized military, all 

of which are taken over by tyrants is illegal. It is not only unconstitutional, it's illegal; it's 

explicitly BANNED in the Constitution. Whoopsie Daisy for tyrants! Whoopsie Daisy! 

If you understand the Constitution you can see in it, God's grace, His love. It’s not anything that 

humanity has earned or deserved; it's clearly by the love of God. It's not something we've 

earned. It's like we didn't do enough push-ups to get it or something like that, “I didn't do ten 

million squats, I did ten million and one.” No, no! We can’t earn this type of incredible gift of 

liberty and the gift of the protection of that liberty; that's literally the gift of Christ's grace. 

Name any one of those big large institutions Orthodox or Catholic that will give it to their 

people when they rule the nation. They have ruled nations; by the way they have ruled nations. 

They have had kings convert to their Church. WHEN in history, did they give the people the 

Rod of Iron? WHEN? It doesn't exist; it doesn't exist. Because they know that you can't be a 

tyrant when it's a Rod of Iron kingdom; you have to truly serve the Constitution and what it 

stands for, you have to serve somebody higher than yourself. 

That's why for all of Father’s Kingship line, what a blessing! The Rod of Iron Kingdom is such a 

blessing! It's a blessing for everybody to train together. It doesn't matter who you are, you can 

train together with your neighbor, with a billionaire. You know what I'm saying? It doesn't 

matter; it doesn't matter. We're still part of the same citizen police force and militia force. We all 

NEED one another and we all RESPECT one another. 
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Incentive to Love Your Neighbor 

Think about it: I was talking about it in Korea; that if you have an unarmed society, petty 

differences can escalate to such a terrible level. However, in an armed society you have such an 

incentive to not let petty squabbles become stuff that get blown up too big. Why? Because you’d 

better be willing to die for it! If your neighbor grew some flowers and they encroached onto 

your fence line, is THAT really the hill you want to die on? Huh? Is that really the last stand? 

“Some of your peonies have gone on to my fence line, let's have a gun fight!” I mean you better think 

SERIOUSLY about what you're going to fight about, right? Because you're now in a situation 

where all your neighbors are also powerful, they're not weak, and they're all Police and they're 

all Militia so they're all-powerful people, and you can't just make small squabbles. You have to 

learn the art of the deal. https://www.amazon.com/Trump-Art-Deal-Donald-J/dp/0399594493 

You have to learn how to negotiate; you have to learn how to be patient, practice Christian 

forgiveness, teach your kids how to dig up peony sometimes. (Laughing) Whatever it is, but you 

understand what I'm saying? You have to think clearly about what you're going to fight about, 

because with an armed society especially with something like the Rod of Iron, that's a lot of 

power and it can cover a lot of distance. It's not like the samurai sword where somebody says, 

“Okay you'll face off, okay? Me too.” No, the bum can be seen in his living room watching TV and 

he’ll just cracked the window open and shoot you with a rifle; you understand? 

So, it's an incentive to number one: Don't be petty! Don't be petty and don't die over stupid 

stuff, small stuff. And what is also your incentive? We ought to love our neighbor; we got to 

have relationships with people. We can't just keep people isolated because if people are isolated, 

they become dangerous. We have to reach out and we have to interact; it encourages 

neighborhood friendliness and cohesion. That's why this whole tradition of having barbecue 

together and shooting together after church, this is the Kingdom tradition. You're going to see 

this all over the world. Praise God! In Africa, in Russia one day; you'll see it everywhere. Black, 

white, everybody. You're going to see this kind of culture praising God, thinking about God's 

sacrifice, His grace, not be petty, forgive, learn how God has bequeathed you sovereignty and 

power, but be responsible with that and love your neighbor.  

All those kinds of wonderful things and also have some GREAT pulled pork with some 

barbecue sauce, a little spicy hot pepper in there. Whoo! You got the Kingdom! I had no 

breakfast I'm getting hungry to think about that pulled pork, baby! Whoo! How come when I 

started talking about food everybody wakes up back here, huh? Talking about that coleslaw 

and the potato salad and that barbecue sauce with a little bit of spicy spice. Whoo! (Laughing) 

For the Japanese it's miso ramen; so, talking about miso ramen with that half-cut egg in there 

and the chives on top of that, oh my goodness! With little cuts of that pork belly on top of that? 

Whoo, that gets a Japanese salivating [Laughter] Oh Lord, have mercy! 

That's why we're talking about spiritual and physical salvation, because in the end God's 

promise, even the Garden of Eden, was not just a spiritual land; it wasn't just that everybody 
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was a spirit. Adam and Eve were not a spirit. No, God had a reason for a physical kingdom and 

a physical body; He had a reason for a physical lineage. Did He give Adam and Eve the ability 

to reproduce? Did that happen before the fall or did that happen after the fall? Did they have 

their organs before the fall or after? He made them when He created them. Why did He create 

those parts? He had intentions.  

When a person is designing a car or something, when he designs the axle for the wheels, there's 

an intention there; it's not there to just be a long thing. You know what I'm saying? There's a 

REASON why he made the dang axel there; he’s going to put circular rubber things on it and let 

the thing roll. There's a reason. So, when God made Adam and Eve with their lower parts why 

didn't He put those on them AFTER the fall? He gave those to them from the beginning. He had 

an intention with them; there was a purpose for them. Their purpose was in the covenant of 

marriage to have children and grandchildren. Praise God Almighty! Let's give it up for the 

grandchildren, folks! (Applause) Oh my goodness! 

Oh my gosh! Sometimes I meet these folks who say, “Well, you know it's ordained by God. America 

is going to be destroyed. I just feel sad for my grandchildren.” ARE YOU kidding me? You've given 

up already? You AREN’T DEAD, boy! You know what I mean? You just say, “Oh, I feel sorry for 

my grandchildren. I’ve lived a great life in America, totally free to do whatever I want. Too bad honey!” 

Are you kidding me? That's how you're going to go out as grandpa? That’s not how an 

honorable Peace Militia man grandpa or Peace Militia woman grandma should go! Heck no! 

Even if they don't do it, at least they should say, “NOT on my watch!” Please at least just tell me 

that! [Laughter] Don't just VERBALLY give up already!  

 

Turn Our Oil Back On 

The point is: it's NOT over yet, folks; it's not over. This is why Easter Sunday is so amazing; it's 

the power of the Resurrection. EVERYBODY thought he was dead but by the move of God's 

hand, he is RISEN! Hallelujah! That's the power of it.  

Everybody now thinks America is dead; that very soon we will no longer have superpower 

status and we will have a crash of the American dollar. OPEC is going to start trading in 

different currencies; India, China and Russia are already doing it. So, it's in the air, the dollar is 

going to die; it's in the air. Let's put it that way. People in the stock market are going nuts trying 

to find which ones … I bet you Lockheed Martin's stock is going way up now setting up World 

War III, Boeing and Lockheed Martin and BlackRock.  

So, all this craziness is going on and at the same time they're trying to put Trump in prison. He's 

not the savior, he does not have Donald Trump Church and all this kind of stuff. No, he's 

somebody that is standing up for the normal person even though he's not perfect; he's not 

perfect. He's stupid with the stupid vaxx and pushing that idiocy. He did some stupid stuff and 

he believed in the Deep State in the beginning. But now they're coming after him trying to put 
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him in prison. So, Trump may not even be able to run if they get him in prison, which they 

probably won't; but let's say they do. There's a maximum sentence of 136 years, so if he gets that 

obviously he's going to be in there for quite a while.  

https://www.forbes.com/sites/alisondurkee/2023/04/05/will-trump-go-to-prison-counts-

against-him-could-result-in-136-year-sentence-but-its-highly-unlikely/?sh=49ef8c536a40                

But let's say he gets put in prison for two, three or four years, or let's say he doesn’t get any 

prison at all. 

Either way, if Trump gets back in, first thing he has to do is what? He's got to turn on our dang 

oil; that's the number one priority. Why? Because they're killing our dollar. However what 

Kook Jin Nim was saying last week is very hopeful, as I was talking with him because he’s an 

economic expert. The crash of the US dollar is based on oil. Our oil prices are going to go up 

MASSIVELY, and they already are. You see the gas prices; they're up at $3,20 right now; they're 

jumping pretty quick and they're going to keep jumping as long as we don't turn on that oil. 

Even if our dollar crashes, and when all the trillions flood in and everybody gets poor in 

America, guess what? We need to be able to tap that oil, of which we have more than Saudi 

Arabia by the way; we have more than Saudi Arabia that runs around shooting out free oil for 

people. The United Arab Emirates they’re giving a million-dollar houses for free to people; 

that's how much black gold they're sitting on. We are sitting on more black gold than all of 

those nations; we have the most of black gold. It's just that these crazy Lefties won't let us touch 

it. WHY? 

Because they want China to buy it up, which now they are allowing the Chinese to do. China is 

buying up all our agriculture land and now they're starting to buy all of the mining land and all 

the oil-rich land. So, what happens with that? China will buy the land, and the Left will then 

turn around; they were anti-fracking but all of a sudden, they're going to be pro-fracking 

because China is promising to do it clean, you see. Ah! China they're going to paint their 

fracking machines; it's going to be light green. “They're producing clean green energy. They're going 

to have little plant drawings on them, little plants, plant logos; this is clean fracking. Not like the stupid 

Americans used to do. The Chinese are doing it totally clean and we can totally trust them.” By the way, 

they produce the most carbon emission on the planet, and the most hazardous chemicals flow 

out of China INCLUDING the “plandemic.” So, of course we can trust them! 

You'll see the Left do a flip. It's amazing how they're anti-fracking but China buys the land, and 

now they're pro-fracking. They were never against fracking; they were just against “dirty” 

fracking. You see? But China who works with Biden-Obama they will do it “clean.” So, they're 

going to ship the oil out, produce it in China, and then guess what? You will have to buy your 

own oil and gas from China! (Laughing) 

You think this is a pipe dream? No! We've been to Africa, to Congo and Nigeria, and that's 

literally what China is doing to Africa right now; they've been doing it for decades with all of 

Africa's natural resources. China has bought up the land and the Africans have to buy their 

natural resources from CHINA! Are you with me folks? So, you think it's like a stretch, it's 
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crazy? No, no! It's already happening in massive continents like Africa and the politicians help 

them do it. All they have to do is to give him tens of millions of dollars and they will line up to 

do it. You don't think in DC if they get a couple hundred million those stupid politicians, they 

won't LINE up to be in that line? Talking about,” I was never anti-fracking; I was just anti-DIRTY 

fracking!” Because these “dirty “old Tennesseans won the drill, all of a sudden, you're just anti-

DIRTY fracking. China has promised they're going to bring in pink and light-blue colored 

fracking machines with beautiful plants, cute little logos on them with nice little teddy bears 

and pandas on them, Digimon or Pokémon pandas on them, so now it's clean. You see now it's 

clean. You see how that works?  

But if they get Trump in prison, Don Jr., Donnie has got to run; DONNIE’s got to run. One thing 

good about Donnie is that he's more hardcore Second Amendment than Trump, and Donnie is 

already preparing for a political carrier. https://rumble.com/c/DonaldJTrumpJr So, he's 

already getting his face WAY out there, and if Trump runs there's not going to be a second 

candidate that's even close to Trump and that's not part of the Deep State. And guess what? If 

Trump's family was on Epstein Island, that list would come out and everything would be 

redacted except for Donald Trump; everything would be black, redacted. But Donald Trump? 

“LOOK! He was on Epstein Island!” But he wasn't there; he's not on the list. And of course, he 

funded his own campaign and he raised the most blue-collar money. So, if Trump didn't get 

back in … Trump is an older generation; Don is WAY more awakened, and he is way more 

hardcore on Second Amendment. Donnie, he'll go on the same principles, but what does he 

have to do? He's got to turn on that OIL!  If the candidates can get back in and turn on the oil, 

guess what?  

I made sure with Kook J-Hyung, “You’re saying that even if the dollar crashes and everybody gets 

poor and your dollar is worth nothing; if they turn on that oil…?” Kook J-Hyung said, “Yeah! That's 

going to turn it around.” It's going to turn it around because once we turn on the oil of which we 

have more than Saudi Arabia, oil prices will skyrocket DOWN and when we have low oil prices 

- that's energy prices- electricity gets cheaper, heating gets cheaper; everything gets cheaper. 

And guess what? When the energy costs get cheap, guess what comes into America real quick 

real fast? Factories and manufacturing. Hello! Kook Jin Nim kind of knows this business 

because he's IN manufacturing and he's top ten in the industry, so he kind of knows a little 

about this industry. We're not playing around here. 

Manufacturing becomes ginormous again, and what happens then? If we don't turn the oil on, 

all of China is producing our manufacturing goods. You go to Walmart, your kids buy toys, 

everything's made in China, everything. Ninety percent of the U.S Pharmaceuticals including 

vitamin C, vitamins and minerals too folks; vitamins and minerals are made in China. Huh? 

Now, if they stop trade with the US because they want to kill the U.S and have a world war, 

guess what happens? All those items in China they're not being shipped to the U.S, so then who 

gets the benefit of cheap products? 
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Who? The Chinese middle class. So, the standard of living in China is actually going to go up if 

they go to war. You understand? Therefore, they're incentivized to go to war. If they fight a 

world war their standard of living is actually going to go UP for the middle class there, because 

they have all these goods, services and products that they've been making for the US but now 

the U.S can't buy them. Now they're sitting in China, they have to sell them, and Chinese people 

will buy them. So, guess what? Then are the Chinese people going to be happy about the war? 

Yes, they will. You see how that works? 

But even if that happens and the Chinese people’s standard of living is going up, and the U.S is 

collapsing with our standard of living going down, if we turn back our oil, manufacturers can 

start building all those same products cheaply here, because everything is cheaper. Gas is 

cheaper, traveling is cheaper, electricity is cheaper; anything to do with manufacturing, the big 

machines, ALL cheaper! So now we can build it! We got American ingenuity, baby! We got 

tough, tough, tough boys and girls here that are ready to work. It's just the stupid government 

all getting their dang way. But if THEY HAVE to TURN on energy then manufacturers will 

come in, the factories come in; WE will become the boom again and our standard of life is 

getting turned around. But it starts with the black gold. Isn't that incredible? So, it's got to come 

from being buried. It's got to rise up. He's risen, baby! You understand what I'm saying? It's got 

to rise up. On Easter Sunday you got to let it rise up, baby! Let it rise; LET it rise up! 

If America can get back on that path, even though they are trying to start World War III 

following the curse of the Han mother right through the micro and macro, 2024 that's the last 

chance, folks. If we don't get it done in 2024, I mean America's dead. You understand that? It's 

done; it's done. So, 2024 is like the last stand where the people have to see the tyranny that's 

coming, they have to awaken to this craziness, they have to realize that even though you're a 

Democrat, look what they're doing? They're arresting Donald Trump for stupid charges, 

misdemeanors. What do you think now they're going to do to Hillary Clinton and Obama? 

Huh? If you're a Democrat you should be against that, because when the power pendulum 

switches and it’s the Republican Party, now they're going to put all YOUR past presidents in 

prison. So, shouldn't you be against that?  

 

God Has a Plan 

We got to get people awakened; we have to remind people, “Look, it's not over yet. It's still going 

to be a HARD battle but it's not over yet.” You don't think it was hard for the disciples when they 

thought everything was finished? Now Jesus was dead and he was done; he was buried in a 

tomb, he was gone, “What are we going to do? What are we going to do? It's over, it's done. We're all 

done, we're all dead!” 

But God had a plan, God had a plan, and IN THE END thank God, we know that God wins. In 

the end, Satan can't win. We know the micro and macro; we know Father's on the throne. He 

already showed the micro and macro. He showed us the signs, he showed the collapse of the 
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macro, he showed the collapse of the micro. This was a worldwide level which we cannot do; I 

can't make the Japanese government go after the Family Fraud. Can I do that? I can't do it on 

my own power. I can't say, “Japanese government, go after them!” It doesn't work that way. You 

understand? The whole nation, the whole government is going after them. It’s clearly what we 

said and it happened literally ten days after they were trying to riot and beat people up at our 

events, the first time in ten years that I went back to speak to them. Are you with me, folks? You 

remember that? Within days, the end of her heresy began; within days. It wasn't like a long 

forty years or seventy-year Babylonian captivity or something like that; it was pretty quick, 

pretty quick. 

Even if with man all things are impossible, with God nothing is impossible as long as we have 

the remnant, because God always moves through the remnant as long as we have that remnant 

and we're fighting and united at the micro and macro. 

That's why I didn't want to get in that whole battle with the Orthodox person. I said, “Look, I'll 

stand with you as a conservative and I'm grateful to your church for supporting conservative values. 

Even though we theologically disagree I'll still stand with you.” He probably won't do the same but I 

said, “No, I'll stand with you. I appreciate if you stand for conservative values.” Because this is not the 

time to be doing that; this is the time to stand together and to face this adversity that we're in. 

And 2024 that's our final shot. We've got to get that black gold turned on and bring the energy 

independence BACK to this country and freedom, liberty.  

Who knows? Through that movement, that unity, God can start establishing the Kingdom right 

there. Boom! Boom! Boom! We just don't know how God is going to work. So, all these issues 

please keep them in your prayers, and any of the people that we specifically mentioned today, 

please keep those people in your prayers as well. Amen! And don't forget Easter Sunday, baby. 

He has risen! HALLELUJAH! PRAISE GOD!  

Join me in prayer. 

 

Pastor Sean’s Prayer 

Father,                                                                                                                              

We thank You for this beautiful day.                                                                          

We thank You for all the things that You are doing across the world. 

We thank You for the shed blood of Jesus and we know that spiritual 

salvation has been afforded to all men who believe.  

Dear God, but You said that You would come back and You would establish Your PHYSICAL 

Kingdom on the earth. Your kings and priests and Your Peace Police - Peace Militia, and our 

freedom and responsibility has been established through the Cheon Il Guk Constitution and has 

been RELEASED into the world. We know that it's now just a matter of time before it is 
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MANIFESTED on the earth where true sovereignty is brought BACK to Your children and is 

not in the hands of the archangel. 

We want to give You all the praise today. We THANK You for this Easter Sunday.                  

This is the day we CELEBRATE the IMPOSSIBLE coming true!                                                                       

This is the day we celebrate ALL hope, and DESPAIR becomes SHATTERED because he RISES 

this day. The tomb is open and he is not there; he is risen, he is alive, he is with You at the right 

hand of the Father and he is moving through the Holy Spirit at this critical time throughout the 

world. 

We pray for ALL the patriots that are involved in this EPIC and historic QUEST. This is an 

incredible battle that we are fighting. 

Let us stand strong at this critical time and let us have COURAGE and favor in Your eyes. 

We give You the praise, glory and honor, with ALL the kingship lines gathered here together 

with Your Three Generation Kingship. In Your precious name, we pray. Amen! Amen! and Aju! 

Hallelujah! 

Folks, let’s all rise and give it up to God! (Applause) 

 

 

 


